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Pre-set Case Sealers
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Semi-Automatic

Fully-Automatic

Endoline’s range of semi-automatic, pre-set case sealers are simple to both 
operate and maintain. These case sealers are capable of operating on an 
array of different sizes, including very narrow and low shelf ready pack 
(SRP) cases up to very large and heavy cases. The semi-automatic sealers 
only require a simple manual adjustment using handles for each case size 
change, keeping downtime to a minimum. Each model is available as a 
bottom driven or a side driven machine to suit the right application. 

Endoline offer a range of high specification pre-set case sealers, to increase 
the productivity and efficiency of any case sealing operation. From semi-
automatic to fully-automatic, each pre-set system seals cases of the same 
size with either hot melt glue or self-adhesive tape. Ideal for manufacturers 
who require secure, accurate and consistent sealing of long runs of the 
same case size, each system incorporates unique performance-enhancing 
design features with ease of manual change for the next case size. 

Fully-automatic, pre-set case sealers are suitable for any manufacture that 
needs consistent sealing of long runs of the same case size, with no manual 
intervention. This range can operate on both light single wall cases and 
heavy duty twin wall cases. Machines are available in both tape sealing 
and hot melt glue sealing, running at speeds of up to 30 cases per minute. 
Endoline’s fully-automatic pre-set case sealers are very simple to operate 
and maintain. Built to Endoline’s unique four column construction for 
added stability the robust chassis enables each machine to operate with 
minimal down time and low cost of ownership.



Pre-set Case Sealers
Floating bridge
The floating bridge allows the machine to accept swollen 
or out-of-specification cases while providing consistent 
and accurate sealing. A bridge-latch enables quick and 
easy access to the bottom tapehead for quick tape reload 
without re-adjustment.

Twin column construction
The use of our unique twin column design provides added 
stability for the taping bridge to ensure the machine 
runs smoothly at all times with minimal interruption and 
it provides the support necessary for the floating bridge 
feature.

Interchangeable tapeheads

The instantly removable interchangeable tape heads are 
easily loaded and are fitted with integral steel knife guards. 
This means that fewer spare tape heads are required 
thereby significantly reducing spare parts costs. Rapid tape 
reload (top and bottom) can be achieved just by swapping 
tape heads.

Low Cost of Ownership
High quality components housed in a robust chassis ensure 
minimal servicing and enable 24 hour operation. These 
systems are designed for the rigours of typical end-of-
line packaging environments. All Endoline’s machines are 
designed for maximum efficiency and productivity thereby 
reducing the cost of ownership to a minimum. 

Ease of operation
Endoline’s hi-resolution, colour touch screen HMI allows for
rapid set-up, entering of case data and viewing of machine
status. Simple mechanical operation and clear access allows
for easy cleaning and maintenance.

Modified machines

Any of Endoline’s case sealers can be modified to suit 
a specific application, from cases outside the standard 
size range to specific requested components. Endoline’s 
engineering expertise can look at any request for an 
application to help meet your requirement.
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Key Points

Endoline specialise in the design, manufacture and installation 
of high-quality end of line packaging machinery. Endoline’s range 
of machinery includes case erectors, case sealers, conveyor 
systems, case loaders and hand-packing stations. Endoline offer a 
wide range of applications from simple semi- automatic through 
to fully - automatic customised systems, all offering excellent 
return on investment and low cost of ownership.

Ease Of Operation

Robust Construction

Low Cost Ownership

Compact Footprint
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